Compensation for population size mismatches in the hamster retinotectal system: alterations in the organization of retinal projections.
Unilateral partial ablation of the superior colliculus in the hamster results in a compression of the retinotopic map onto the remaining tectal fragment. In a previous electrophysiological study (Pallas & Finlay, 1989a), we demonstrated that receptive-field properties of single tectal units (including receptive-field size) remain unchanged, despite the increased afferent/target convergence ratios in the compressed tecta. The present study was done to investigate the mechanism that produces increased convergence from retina to tectum at the population level while maintaining apparent stability of convergence at the single neuron level. We injected comparable quantities of horseradish peroxidase into the tecta of normal adult hamsters and adult hamsters that had received neonatal partial tectal ablations of varying magnitude. We then compared the area of retina backfilled from the injection and the number and density of labeled retinal ganglion cells within it to the size of the remaining tectal fragment. As expected from earlier anatomical (Jhaveri & Schneider, 1974) and physiological (Finlay et al., 1979a; Pallas & Finlay, 1989a) studies demonstrating compression of the retinotectal projection, we found that the area of retina labeled from a single tectal injection site increases linearly with decreasing tectal fragment size. However, for fragment sizes down to 30% of normal, total number of retinal ganglion cells projecting to the injection site remains in or above the normal range. For large lesions (less than 30% of tectum remaining), total number of labeled retinal ganglion cells declines from normal, despite the fact that a larger absolute area of retina is represented on each unit of tectum under these conditions. Comparison of retinal ganglion cell density with tectal fragment size shows an initial decline with decreasing fragment size, which becomes sharper with very large lesions (small tectal fragments). The maintenance of the normal number of retinal ganglion cells innervating each patch of tectum could be accomplished by an elimination of the tectal collaterals of some retinal ganglion cells. Our results suggest that, in addition to collateral elimination, reduction in the size of ganglion cell arbors is occurring, since the peak density of backfilled ganglion cells declines less rapidly than backfilled retinal area increases, especially for small lesions. However, arbor reduction and collateral elimination must occur in such a way that individual tectal cells represent the same amount of visual space as normal. Thus, collateral elimination and arbor reduction are two mechanisms that operate to maintain afferent/target convergence ratios (and thus receptive-field properties) over large variations in afferent availability.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)